The methodology which the paper presents is a way verification might grow its accuracy. The material
Introduction
As compared to natural sciences, the field of humanities hardly adheres to the principle of reliability. In philology there are unobservable inputs to be depicted -a way preverbal and mental acts occur, then thoughts and words "meet" before speaker utters. In this light our concern is which instruments sciences can offer to explicate the inputs and outputs, whether scholars provide grounding, strict argumentations of an idea to cleave to the credibility principle, and if so, whether they are relevant and consistent enough to posit them as verification. To illustrate this we should refer to a theory, which is a matter of considerable interest of numerous generations of researchers, so confirmed and/or refuted now and then, and which attracts another ample attention in the course of time. The SapirWhorf theory of linguistic relativity is one of them. The like theories directly or indirectly affect well-known ideas or fundamental laws of life, as a result they overgrow with legends and secondary interpretations.
We are also ones of those who wish to refute the main argument of the hypothesis -that language determines / influences on thinking and cognition, but we will do it from the position of a multi-stepped methodology. In Foreword to 'Language, Mind, and Reality' (1942) (Whorf 1952, p. 168) .
Theoretical framework
To recall, the theory was formulated in the 1930s by Benjamin Lee Whorf, (Whorf 1960, p. 177 (Whorf 1956, p. 212-213) .
It is obvious these abstracts show the way the main idea unfolds:
(1) a "geometry" of form principles forms of a person's thoughts are controlled by laws of pattern (structure of words) -the thesis that illustrates that language is "a symbolic key to behavior" (Sapir 1993) , the key to understanding how we think and perceive;
(2) hence language (pattern) indicates understanding of our logic, it can control and determine ways of systematizing knowledge, and thereby determine the way of thinking.
Note that here the most important point of our refutation lies.
Statement of the problem
Derek Bickerton claims that to be people the latters should have something to differ from nature/animals; language, mind, and evolution are the ones to give more than nature needs. People did have thoughts before there came language but language provided the condition to get thoughts complex (Bickerton 2014 
Methods
The basic how-method applied in this paper deals with a cognitive sphere within which speech production and perception pilot. (Dashinimaeva, 2015) .
The methodology itself is in presentation of a number of domains up to the criterion "the issue of speech perception and thought-and-speech production grows its accuracy from the standpoint of evidential effect" -from linguistics to language philosophy, further to cognitive psychology, and, finally to psychoneurophysiology.
Let us begin Discussion with linguistics framework.
Whorf claims that the North American
Indians' Hopi language does not have grammar representations" (Derrida, 2000, p. 276 ).
Thinking about why "literary criticism in any era in essence and purpose is structuralism,"
Derrida notes that "the form fascinates when there is no more power to understand the power inside out. That is "<...> a creation is carried out not only in" the form, attitude and configuration, "but in the specific integrity" (Derrida, 2000, p. 9-10) . Apparently, concept is integrity: it is not a word, it is for the thought formation. These findings suggest that the French postmodernist's "diversity", "irreversible", "linear" and "potential value" correlate to the Russian philosopher's "meeting", "imaginary", 
Discussion. Areas of knowledge with a high degree of verification
To refute Whorf's theory from the point of view of transdisciplinarity we take a postmodern idea-antithesis of "empty" sign as a fundamental principle to get a proof, that is to turn an unobserved semiosis into an observed one (after all, the idea of "empty" sign cannot be a proof by its own).
Let us first refer to a mediated visualization level of experiments conducted in cognitive psychology, in particular, the one of Elizabeth The third principle that we call "metonymic" 
Conclusions
The five speech-thinking activity principles contribute a great deal to the initially posed verification "thinking ultimacy in relation to language production in speech" on the atomicpsychoneurophysiological -level. Since scholars of various directions go on describing language and speech phenomena in their research, our recommendation is to heed these five principles and to have a look at the "original locality" of thoughts and stop equalling "stone" and "sculpture". The tension between the Sapir-Whorf universality and the relativity perspective has dominated much of linguistic and psycholinguistic research for the past fifty years (Myers, J., et al, 2007) , but psychoneurophysiology has become sufficient enough to turn the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis close to question.
Due to the fact that our study is still classified as a dominant-philological, the last "nail on the chalkboard" evidence should not be atomic.
Let it be a well-known metaphor: the idea is an impending cloud that may rain with words, and the motivation of thought is the wind, driving the clouds (Vygotsky, 1999, p. 332) . Our contribution to the metaphor is that 1) cloud and rain are separate units, and not every cloud may result in a rain, and 2) cloud is unique, since water drops and pieces of ice are never of the same nature and configuration.
